
WitFoo Announces Partnership with
CyberOpz

MSSP leader to offer SIEM/SOAR as a service

NEWS RELEASE BY WITFOO

WitFoo, the world’s most intelligent SECOPS platform fueled by big data analytics, announced 

today a partnership with CyberOpz, a cybersecurity solutions provider, to offer Precinct as a 

service to its customers.

“In addition to delivering a robust SECOPS platform, Precinct provides a key component to 

affordable Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) compliance, making it an ideal 

solution to offer our customers,” said Pete Clay, managing partner of CyberOpz. “We’re excited to 

partner with WitFoo and build on our momentum as we exit the stealth mode of our business.”

“From the 2013 Target breach to the 2020 SolarWinds supply chain compromise, the importance of 

holding vendors responsible for their cybersecurity hygiene has been repeatedly reinforced,” said 

Charles Herring, CTO of WitFoo. “The launch of CMMC by the US Department of Defense is the 

most aggressive step in delivering sustainable supply chain cybersecurity to date. CMMC is making 

cybersecurity health a core requirement of business, and partners like CyberOpz are making the 

transformation painless so organizations can focus on their core business.” 

As a result of this partnership, CyberOpz will utilize Precinct, in concert with other security services, 

to offer customers a 24-hour guarantee to recover from any ransomware attack. “CyberOpz’s 

ransomware resilience guarantee is uniquely impressive, and we’re thrilled to be a part of the 

solution that delivers upon that promise,” said Tim Bradford, CEO of WitFoo. “Protecting against 

extortion via ransomware requires a multi-pronged approach of disaster recovery, sophisticated 

detection and timely response. The products, services, and knowledge of CyberOpz empower 

their customers to rest easy as cybercriminals do their worst. We couldn’t be more excited to be 

working with CyberOpz, and we’re glad to see the continued success of our growing channel 

program.” 

WitFoo is committed to a 100% channel sales model which is supported by a global distribution 

agreement with SYNNEX. For more information about partnering with WitFoo, visit: 

https://www.witfoo.com/partners/ 

About CYBEROPZ

Our team of experienced security engineers and CISO’s takes the complexity out of cybersecurity. 

We work with companies across a range of industries to meet cybersecurity compliance 

requirements and improve companies' cybersecurity programs.

For more information, visit https://www.cyberopz.com/ 
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Built by veterans of the military, law enforcement and cyber security, WitFoo Precinct is 

the world’s most intelligent SECOPS platform fueled by big data analytics. By 

crowdsourcing intelligence from a global community of cybersecurity experts, applying 

time-tested methodologies from law enforcement and leveraging intelligent data and 

analytics, Precinct’s Investigative Engine results in a greater than 90% reduction in time 

and labor spent performing security investigations. The platform produces metrics on 

risk, tool effectiveness, operational efficiency and security gaps to fuel transformational 

business conversations. Infinite scalability, cost-contained licensing and flexible 

deployment options make Precinct an effective and economic solution for any 

organization looking to improve their security operations. For more information, visit 

www.witfoo.com
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